- With an up to date and fairly stable system we’ve been able to focus more on delivering some new and improved features within Mosaic.
- Based on feedback received from several survey’s (uniform customer satisfaction, reporting focus group, research finance and IT review), we’ve mapped out a plan of new functionality focused on making the system more user friendly.
- Going to highlight a few changes that are coming within the next few weeks

Some Usability ‘Requests’

- “Make the system and service easier for end users”
- “Help menus and guidance documents in MOSAIC directly in the module where the user is working”
- “Remedy lack of main documents/tile listing all queries and reports for specific areas”
- “Reporting Inventory needed”
**T&E FLUID** – an ‘upgrade’ to a whole module – moving from ‘classic’ version to the ‘fluid version’

**What is Fluid?** - UPDATED, MORE USER FRIENDLY INTERFACE –SCALABLE FOR USE ON TABLETS, PHONES, ETC. – direction Oracle is going in for pages – WE ALREADY USE FLUID NAVIGATION

The same fields are required and available to complete, either fillable or drop down menus.

**ADVANTAGE:** Chart field string can be entered in Header to default as each line is added.

Purpose Approver – defaults to claimant and must be changed (vs. being blank)

For users with delegate entry rights – click CHANGE EMPLOYEE instead of adding at beginning during ‘add a new value’
Expense type – system will keep track of and display your most commonly used types instead of showing a list of every item that you need to scroll through each time (efficiency)

VAT treatment/amounts – appear within the line item vs. appearing on a different tab (as is the case now with the current classic version)

TIMING for rollout – beginning of December – classic will go away. Open houses will be held the entire week of the 10th.
Navigation Collections – grouping of work items together in one screen - brings all regularly executed tasks to one place
- MENU ON THE LEFT - BRINGS TASK SCREEN TO THE RIGHT
  • Provides access to commonly used items quickly and with fewer clicks than navigation menu.
  • Users can navigate using the related links in the collection without losing the context of the business process in action (don’t leave your current page)

We’ve created two for each stream (HR already existed and campus already existed) – just renaming to– TASKS AND REPORTING
HR TASKS and Reporting – exists now…under HR Work Home Page (called HR Department Administrator and Dept Admin HR Reporting Hub) – will exist in both places for a bit with new names as above

**Timing** – beginning of Dec at same time as T&E fluid – then more will be developed ongoing
Most commonly used tasks listed on the left – task screen appears on the right

Menu items grouped by module with RELATED CONTENT built into the menu (items with a ‘?’ in front)

These are not final – still obtaining feedback
- Replaces what we've tried to do with the GL Workcentre for grouping useful and commonly used reports and queries
The linking of contextually relevant content within application pages, which creates opportunities for the user to view or quickly access information that supports, extends, and augments the business process

- guides
- policies
- Training videos
- Opens up in a new window within the same browser
- DON’T HAVE TO GO SEARCHING FOR DOCUMENT IN Support and Documentation!
- At your fingertips and will always link to THE MOST CURRENT VERSION of a document
WorkCenters are configured to allow access to all the pages needed to perform a job without needing to navigate to multiple components using menus, therefore streamlining work and saving time.

FLUID version of the workcenters have better layout and more intuitive interface – using for MacBill users now.

Really FOR POWER USERS who look at them for managing day-to-day tasks (personal view of my work world).

Giving us practice for how to configure and use – may role out for other purposes – see how nav collections go…
This is not a ‘one time effort’ – will continue to research new features and update system to improve user experience and add efficiencies

Already ‘in the queue:
- more related content – will just be added as available
- improving training materials – some addition of quick videos
- ACTIVITY GUIDES:
  - allow you to define guided procedures for a user or group of users to complete list of actions/tasks in order (step by step process)
  - potential to eliminate some training guides
- **Issues addressed:** Having to navigate to several different pages to complete a task. Can be across modules and pages, especially useful for infrequent users not remembering process
- FLUID APPROVALS
  - improved worklist combining Finance and HR transactions
  - transactions can be organized/filtered by type, date, requestor
- ELASTIC SEARCH
  - Ability to search within specific components (pages) or overall..
- PAGE AND FIELD CONFIGURATOR - gives us the flexibility to configure fields and pages in any component without having to customize delivered application pages or fields